Tribute Gifts  
07-01-2009 to 06-30-2010

Memorial:

Robert L Wilson

Memorial: Betty Ahlstrand

Bradley L Box  
EM Chuck  
Donna L Gengenbacher  
Beverly A Gobble  
William F Merschman  
Beverly J Mertens  
Sharri A Mertens

Memorial: Phyllis Aleff

Josephine Slominski

Memorial: Lowell Alexander

P.F. & Catherine Elgin  
Mr. and Mrs. Billy H Williams

Memorial: Frank Andreini

Robert L Anderson, Jr  
Marilyn D Anfinson  
Daniel R Boettcher  
    Rusty Bogue  
    Greg Breuer  
    Timothy P Broderick  
    Anonymous  
    Gloria J Christy  
    Clair Eason  
    Jon M Greeney  
    Jim J Guizzetti  
    Donald E Hanlon  
    Curtis A Johnson  
    Timothy A Mongan  
    Ms. Maurine Morris  
    Michael J Schaffer  
    LL Sheldon  
    Rick D Smith  
    Adele Stefani  
    Howard T Walsh
Memorial: Frank Androni
Marie Kayser

Memorial: Sonja Angell
Kurt & Marsha Angel

Memorial: Opal Arnold
Jeffrey A Sturdevant

Memorial: Jean Aronson
Robert M Scarff

Memorial: Robert Ashworth
Janet L Bledsoe
Shirley A Bricker
Charles Collins
Gary W Johnson
Paul E Junk
Edward J Koehler
Juanita L Mann
Rex Muston
Les Robinson
W Dean Robison
Guy Seeley
Vigen Memorial Home

Memorial: Mary Lucas Atwood
David J Schroeder

Memorial: James Baber
James M Bennett
Phillip J Bottorff
Robert B Campfield
Beverly A Cinnamon
Mr. & Mrs. Glenn Davenport
William J Sagar, Jr
Joseph P Siembieda
Judy Tallent
Memorial: Bessie Bagby

A & B Contracting LLC
  John Bednarz
  Timothy P Broderick
  Rose Etima
  Ms. Sadye E Fristo
  Steve P Goold
  Steve Hart
  Barbara R Hinton
  Roger Menneke
  Lisa J Mumma
  Robert Patterson
  Randy Steinkamp
  Robert H Stewart
  Rick D. Storjohann
  Mildred K Thomas
  Gary L Vinson
  Dennis J Walter
  L.J. Witte

Memorial: Jerome Bagge Memorial

Jerome Bagge Memorial

Memorial: Pauline Barnard

Steve Chapman
  JM Slaughter
  Marvin Smyth
  Margaret Triplett

Memorial: Gertrude Tobis Bassman

Stephen B Parrish

Memorial: Margaret Beard

Edward A Beard

Memorial: Robert E Betsinger

Beth ‘Elizabeth’ M Bishop
Memorial: Marion Bladel

Tim Bladel
Catherine L Gripp

Memorial: Loretta Blohm

Glen Vander Zwaag

Memorial: Lynette J Bomar

Danny Bomar
Dale Boom
R.D. Debra H Daniels
John Davey
Cornell W Gethmann
Lorraine Gethmann
Constance J Herrick
   Ryan T Kay
   Bob E Ketcham
   Kevin A Kinneer
   JoAnne Lilley
   Emma Moeller
   David A Neff
   Eldon E Ott
   Betty L Shore
   Mae Sienknecht
   John J Stubbs
   H. Dennis Swallow

Memorial: Mr. Bower

Sandra J Bower

Memorial: Richard Brammann

Nelda L Burken

Memorial: Betty Jo Brittain

Anonymous
Clarence L Evans
Pamela Q Gehring
Tracy E Kendzora
Ross H Stafford
Pamela A Tursi
Donna M White
Memorial: Donna Brown

Sandra Adams
Greg Alexander
Albert L Allen
Calvin E Brown
Melvina M Brown
Anonymous
Lois M Davis
Marshall R Davis
Mark A Dembinski
Rick Estell
Jon R Fox
Ron Freeman
Gary L Greif
Evelyn M Hill
Mark S Howell
David J Hraha
Joseph R King
Max Miller, Jr
Sheri K Pfeil
Dennis D Schurman
Helen Smith
Suzanne C Stills
Jean E Wadle

Memorial: J. C. Brown

Jap H Brown
James W. Smiley

Memorial: Merle Brumm

Dean M Wood Estate
Doris Dirks
Virginia (Ginnie) Dixon
Joyce L Hammes
Larry Hasselburch
Joan M Holcomb
Robert A Holcomb
Jerold Jensen
K & K Hardware
Larry P Lang
Helen Lang-Brumm
Gary N McMahan
Charles C Meyer
Douglas A O’Leary
Shirley A Peterson
Marilyn R Schumaker
Darlene Tilton

Gifts In Honor of Thelma Maxine Brunner

WM Grady
Charles P Seymour
Memorial: Robert L Buenneke

Paul W Artis
Kenneth A Bailey
Maureen A Benson
Dennis R Brandt
Robert M Carr
Anonymous
Dave & Patricia Dimond
Timothy J Goranson
David L Happel
James E Straetker
Lawrence A Stumme, Jr
Brian K Suckow
Wayne L Tjernagel

Memorial: Frances Burchland

Kenneth R Baker
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Burchland
Steven J. Freeborn
J and F Paul Co.
Dorothy L Lyle
Sonja C. Wilhau

Memorial: Robert H. Burg

Anderson, Roberts, Porth & Wallace P.L.C.
John C Dodge
Jim H Olson

Memorial: Al Burkart

Alfred F Burkart Estate
Susan Aves
Edward J Benish
Kathryn Colville
Warren G Davison
John H Hugo
Donald & Margaret Huygens
Carl J Thompson
Christopher J Urban

Memorial: Evelyn Butler

Estate of Evelyn Butler
Memorial: Isabel C Capaldo

Priscilla L Bjerg
Diane M Capaldo
Dr. Mark A. Essy
William P Maurer
Neil Parmenter

Memorial: Marjorie Carlson

Dennis Barman
Betty Brodd
Berthel D Carlson
G L Daniels
Keith A Poppy
Donald E Wells
Carl Wexell

Memorial: Dorcas Carr

Helen Carothers
John R Chaplin
Audrene K Hansen
Carolyn J Hickenbottom
Don R Holcomb
Park Trail Townhome Assoc
Steven & Vicki Siegel

Memorial: Shirely Carter

Elaine Lewis

Memorial: Gerald L Chase

Donald Flanigan
Donald K Fry
John W Kloet
Ronald C Mathias, P.C.
Modern Woodmen of America
Ann K O’Klock
Rex A Schwaninger
Vee Jay Steining
Virginia B Tdeen
Stephen A Vanspeybroeck
Norma L. Williams

Memorial: Jerry Chase

Dale W Bridge
Jay A Bridge
Memorial: Dorthy Chizek

Larry D Christensen
Bonnie Grebner
JL Krouch
Donald G Rairdin

Memorial: Alice Chuich

Gary A Calhoun
Diana K Carroll
William M Chuich

Memorial: Elsie Claybaugh

Norman L Allbritton
Elaine O Duncan
Duane M Duyck
Wilma E Nichol
Larry & Ardella Woods

Memorial: Eldon Clemons

Sally R. Haas
Thomas F Obrien

Memorial: Grace Comito

Bob Beeler
Michael J McConahay
Tim & Swen McIlhon
María C Raymond

Memorial: LaVern E Conrad

Mr. or Mrs. James Adams
Betty Conrad
Laurence J. Scherrman

Memorial: Vern Conrad

Ed Ehrlich
Memorial: Mary Coohey

Robert H Coohey

Memorial: Dan Cookman

Gary G Addington  
Dorance Baack  
John Boehm  
Dennis P Greseth  
Mary L Hamilton  
Phyllis M Jacobs  
Luverne Kothenbeutel  
Duane Kuhlers  
James Logan  
Theodore J Paulios  
Janann E Price  
Richard N Sagen  
Michael Schwichtenberg  
John G Streif  
James E Wieme

Memorial: Syliva Crystal

EA Sheppard  
1

Memorial: Mr. Cully

Nancy Allen

Gifts In Honor of Barb Culumber

Gene L Anderson  
Marilyn J Bitzer  
Janice Bryant  
Anonymous  
Anonymous  
Cheryl J Ford  
James & Sherry Giles  
Knapp Elementary School Sunshine Club  
Roger Lash  
Late Bloomer on Main  
Glenn R Miner  
Douglas A Wilson

Memorial: Donald Cunningham
Memorial: Hazel Cunningham
Marilyn Heikes

Memorial: Doris Daniels
Margaret J Daniels

Memorial: Jack Daugherty
Timothy S Daugherty

Memorial: Margaret Daugherty
Thomas G Barrett
James Cooper
Margaret Daugherty
Kathi E Kruidenier
Rosetta Peters
Michael J Simpson
Stuart & Barbara Vos
Daniel L Wicks

Memorial: Madlen Davis
Pamela C Schwenke

Memorial: Delores Deitrick
Anonymous
James Modlin

Memorial: Dorothy DeMay
Clara Lodge No. 118 I.O.V.
CWM Welding
James V Gale
David L Haskins
Berneita Hunter
Memorial: Ed Desch

Elaine M Armstrong
Charline Desch

Memorial: Paul DeWaele

Mary Lou DeWaele
Kurt E. Donnelly
David L Griffin
Robert L Groves
Darlene A Hann
Lyndsie B Kerr
David R Sheley
Clara M Vandevoorde
Gary Vandevoorde

Gifts In Honor of Berniece Dietz

Katherine M. Day

Memorial: Doris

Mary C Severson

Memorial: Barbara A Dorough

Bill & Carol Beckman
Terry Brown
Robert W Carlson
Kristen M Cecil
Mrs. David Close
Pete A Coopman
Russell P Dewinter
Carlisle E Evans
Warren Fetter
Ronald E Gende
Julie A Hayes
Gary Herbst
Purnell Imel
Kurtis & Sharon Kelley
Kay Klavon
Knoxville Tavern
Bob & Ellen Krouth
Terry L Lane
Edward J Macik
Mary H McKenzie
Gerald C Miller
Jamie & Diana Mueller
Kathleen Nelson
Marv Doris Pfau
Judith Rodts
Bill and Mary Ann Seaver
Memorial: Bill Douglas
Constance R Lucas

Gifts In Honor of William (Bill) Douglas
Nancy B Douglas

Memorial: Kenneth Downey
Miriam B Tyson

Memorial: Erma Duin
Anne Duin
Keith W Olson
Polk County Credit Union
Randall L Ratcliff
David D Rowley
Brent C Smith

Memorial: Donald Duncan
John F Williams

Memorial: Tom Durbala
Constance R Lucas

Memorial: Dorothy Eastin
Anonymous

Memorial: Rose Economos
Gifts In Honor of Eldon Eller

Carole E Kaiser

Memorial: Milton Engle

Jack Larson
Memorial: Arvin Erdman

Claire Crawford
Ned S. & Margaret Erdman
Leslie J Shaeffer

Memorial: Gloria Evans

Denise L Cram-Ledvina
Leo M Evans
Leo M Evans
Arthur W Nelson
James E North

Memorial: Esther Farrell

Rex Andersen
John Groh
Bruce A Nelson
James E North
Peggy O'Neill
Ronald A Tate

Memorial: Kenneth Faulhaber

Margaret Metz Altman

Memorial: Pearl Fisher

Patricia A Walter

Memorial: Clyde 'Skip' Folsom

Leah Snell

Gifts In Honor of Karen A Freeborn

Brad Summy

Memorial: Dorothy Gammell
Memorial: Manuel and Hilda Garcia

Julianne Aye
Ronald K Beardsworth
Craig A Dobereiner
Kathy A Hirst
Loretta J Johnson
Joe I Moreno
Anthony J Navarro
Grace Diaz Shirk
Gloria A Thomas
Henry P Vargas
Marianna Wells

Memorial: Homer L Gardner

Agassiz Elementary School
Mark A Altfillisch
Edna Lou Besco
Brandon Bourgeois, M.D.
David E Brinegar
Kirk J Bruce
Donna Crosson
Kirk A Daily
Bob Davis
Ronald L Francis
Carolyn J Gardner
Wilma Gutcher
Barbara Hallgren
David E Hargis
Tow Hayden
Aileen Hedge
H. Kevin Hedge
Joseph G Hrdlicka
Duane Jager
Dean King
Lila R Kinsinger
Bill Larkin
Chris Larkin
Pat Larkin
Richard Lewman
Darwin K McCracken
Gina McDonough
Mitchell L Nowicki
Charles Oldham
Abigail Kiple Payne
Lonny Probst
Don Reck
Paul L Reese
Ruth Rowland
Ronald R Ruggles
Paulette Speer
Jack M Staloch
James H Sutton
Donald Swanson
Barbara A Teach
Todd Teach
Memorial: Irene Gipple

Lois Anderson
Roger R Bond
Richard J Borg
Patricia Couch-Lynch
Mary F Cover
Donald Dahlof
Thomas A DeSio
Roger J Gass
Irene Gipple
Ronald G Gipple
Thomas P Goodwin
Ronnie V Martin
Nancee McDowell
Janice E O'Briant
Gene A Onken
L.A. Onken
Richard R Ruble
L. Marlene Schildberg
Joe R Shepard
Lawrence C Tharnish
Bret Voorhees
Jack Wahlig
Charles R Way

Memorial: Earl W Glassford

Robert Bunker
John W Fish
Richard J Pieper
Carmen M Pohlpeter
Glenda J Pohlpeter
Nellie R Pohlpeter

Memorial: Vada M Goff

Loyal G Goff

Memorial: Charlotte Goodman

Stephen D Arp

Memorial: Robert V Gorsche

Jerry L Anderson
Memorial: John Graham
C. Green Contractor, Inc.

Gifts In Honor of Detroy E. Green
Lori E Moran

Gifts In Honor of Grace Griebel
Darlene J Arp
Diane J Geerts
Steven J Lange
Sheryl Mack
Bill D Paulsen

Memorial: Marjorie Griffin
Lance & Linda Berlovich
Kathlyn M Hakes
Alice Sels
Richard T Young

Gifts In Honor of Alva L Grout
Memorial: Katherine Diane Grubb

Ann E Harbour
Denise D. Harlan
Dirk Hollobaugh
Iowa Realty Foundation
Claudia J Koon
Robert Lagneaux
Janice J Larsen
Donald D Marean
Richard L McFarling
Gerard D Neugent
Ronald E Osby
Robert R Sirek
Lynn M Steele
Rick L Thompson
Scott Vance
Richard C VanVleet
James J Wengert
Valerie Lynn Williams

Memorial: Marie Grubb

Beverly A Poncin

Memorial: Ed Guerin

Janet R Arro
Darwin L Brown
Paul M Foote
Raymond J Foote
Robert L Levinson
Scott L Morrison, D.D.S.
Scott L Morrison, D.D.S.
Vivian T Watland

Memorial: Bill and Jo Gustafson

Kathryn D Bodenbender
Karen K Davis
Christine M. Decastecker
Jeff S Dorobora
Dr. William R. Frieden
Robert L Groene
Timothy A Gustafson
Robert L Ryser
Jerry E Wynes
Memorial: J. Paul Gutshall

Helen T Bailey
Darwin D Beichley
Anonymous
Gregory A Huffard
Debra A Moore
Gregory B Ruble
Richard A Rutz
Alan & Camille Snedden
Jerald L Steele
Michael F Swain
Hubert J Vespestad

Memorial: Eugene Hackbarth

W. Dean Nelson

Memorial: Phillip Haegeman

Karen Bailey
Anonymous
Eileen Cordingley
James R Duncan
Monica L Forret
Barrie D Gibson
Irene Griffin
Ralph A Keppy
L. Gordon Landrum

Gifts In Honor of Ms Hagen

Constance R Lucas

Memorial: Robert Hamilton

Edith J Ronzani

Memorial: Robert Hamilton

James R Campbell
R Coffin
Craig R Cordt
Sue A Folwell
Donald C Geurink
Ralph H Heninger
Terrill B Johnson
Carl Lebuhn
Michael E Lischer
Robert W Noth
Memorial: Orton Hanson

Susan Casber
David Kehm
Martin N Luft

Memorial: Donald Hassebrock

Esther Hassebrock

Memorial: M.V. Hawk

Paul J. Wilber

Memorial: Julia Hayes

Julia Hayes
Sally P Schroeder
Sentry Insurance
Doris Thomsen

Memorial: Sandra L Hayes

John J Barrett
Bradley T Boyle
Anonymous
Frank R Edwards
Raymond C Guss
Connie L Harris
Rex L Rogers
Nancy J Sohsen
Duane B Wakefield

Memorial: Josie Heiderscheit

Gerald F Brenke
Justin Connolly
Vaughn F Kray
Memorial: Marjorie H. Helming

Autumn Corporation
Dave D Baak
Robert R Birge
Beth ‘Elizabeth’ M Bishop
Montine H Boltz
Marjorie Brown
Phyllis A Clay
Arthur A Deleo
George Graves
Maurice V Hamling
GW Keown
Janet L Larsen
Katherine M Macnider
Evelyn L Miller
Michael S Rakoff, MD
Russell B Spear
Susan C Stafford
N Helen Turner
Mary K Vasey
Elizabeth A Waters
Claudine M Wittenbaugh
Karen Wittenbaugh
N Janine Young

Memorial: Anna Hendrickson

Ralph K Graham
Sybil Smith

Memorial: Jack Heppenstall

Duane & Nancy Billman

Memorial: June Hewitt

Darrell R Hewitt
Barbara Johnson
Douglas C Person

Memorial: Doug Hildebrand, D.V.M.

James A Clarke

Memorial: Joel Hill

Eileen M Hill
Memorial: Richard Hinderaker

Shirley A. Stakey

Memorial: Dean Hoch

Colonial Hair Styling
Robert P Ford
Michael S Harrington
Dennis & Kristy Hess
Ashley Hoch
Kurt G Hoch
Meredith & Marcia Meador
Wilfred Ripperger
Leland D Rodgers
Don & Deloris Vanryswyk

Memorial: Jane Hoffa

Einar Dahl
Dan Danes
Jimmy L Gammell
George Oleson
L Tyler Peterson
Harley L Thornton

Memorial: Bertha Hoffman

Doris E Johnston

Gifts In Honor of Wayne and Bertha Hoffman

Bertha Hoffman Estate

Memorial: Armella M Hoffmann

David J Schroeder
Memorial: Carroll Hollebrands

David R Hamilton
Lisa Hamilton

Memorial: Dorothy Howell

Mary C Swenson

Memorial: Irene Huggart

Edward E Huggart, Jr
Judith Linder
Duane P Peterson

Memorial: JoAnn Hunsicker

Loren T Gunderman

Memorial: Clarissa C Hunt

Jan Jurgens Harper
I. Weir Sears, Jr
Mrs. Dean R Stichnoth

Memorial: Lois Inhofe

Jerry L Anderson
Thomas C Baird
Betty J Billings
Jeanne C Bowles
Ruth E Brom
Anonymous
Debbie M Clarkson
Rodney Clarkson
Timothy P Heuss
Max D Isaacson
J Johnson
GM Mosley
Joseph D Nestvedt
Virginia L Petersen
Charles Rutenbeck
Beverly A Shelton
YE Stanger
Mr & Mrs Joseph A Stefani
Michael L Strum
Rose Tanner
Memorial: James Irwin

Wayne Ankenbauer
J.C. Carroll
Robert M Frederick
John & Nancy Gerken
Grainstate Consulting
Larry & Beth Haines
Horace F Hedges
Nick & Joan Hove
James & Kathryn Moore King
G. Eddie McCartney McCartney
Larry & Carolyn Morgan
Rankin Construction Company
Robert A Schwarzkopf
Michael & Linda Taylor
R.J. Templeton
Rae E Templeton
Richard G Wilcox

Memorial: Barbara Jean Horney Jackson

Merlene Heilig
Jean M Hein

Memorial: Nelson Jarrin MD

Accounting Services
Brown Accounting
Patricia Y Crozier
Joseph R Depover
Miquel A Flores
Gareth R Gusse
John O Hayes
Laurel J Hourigan
Georgette E Jarrin
Philip H Johnson
John A Justice
Ramona G McCray
James H Mitchell
Walter N Prisk
Shirley J Wilkins

Memorial: Idelles Johnson

L. Carlton ‘Skip’ Hauger
Robert D Miller
S.J. Reed
M.A. Schneider

Memorial: Irene Johnson

Thomas L Bear
Gifts In Honor of K & K Hardware

Don Schumaker

Memorial: Maude Karaway

Anonymous

Memorial: Robert Keifer

Susan J. Marasco

Memorial: Russel L Kennedy

Gary C Johnson
Frank B Robinson

Memorial: Merle Kerns

Katherine Froehlich
Marjorie Joslin
Thomas D Taggart

Memorial: Margaret Jane Kielman-Sitterly

Roger Sitterly

Memorial: Roberta King

Carl J King

Memorial: Flora Kleiss

Kathy E. Casey
Vigen Memorial Home

Memorial: Frank Klemme

James H Lewis
Memorial: Irene Klimes
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene J Beckman
Gregory A Bush
Frank J Cincola
David L Coene
Dennis F Houfek
William D Jones
Kathleen Medhus
Randy Sunderland

Memorial: Catherine Kline
Jerry & Cheryl Corbett

Memorial: Gustave Klubal
Don R Bland
Doris Street
Edward L Wilson

Memorial: Graydon Kranz
Mary L. Bell

Memorial: Victoria Krause
Archie Krause
Anthony J Meyer

Memorial: Carmen Kriegel
Terry Brannian
Schneekloth Oil Co

Memorial: James Kriegel
Connie Buffum
David J Doran
Lavern & Colleen Lidtka
Roger W McLain
Memorial: Irene Krier

William Millman
Swirl and Curl

Memorial: Roy L Krueger, Jr

Susie Atterberg

Memorial: Forrest C Lafoy

Anonymous

Memorial: Josephine Langenfeld

Joyce E Lillis
Dennis J Long
John Pille

Memorial: Arlene Larson

Linda Burnett

Memorial: Dorothea Lauridsen

Robert B Gregory
John A Lauridsen
John A Lauridsen
Michael O Linn
Jonathan C Popp
Craig & Lynette Seymour
Christine & Delayne Stokke
Duane & Sharen Wright

Memorial: JoAnn LeMar

Albert L Knight
Helen M Larson
Charlotte Lauridsen
Barb J LeMar
A. K. Malmberg
Linda L Mittag
Gary R Sullivan
Lisa M Swiss
Darlene Watson
Memorial: Francis E Lemon

   Evert L Harland
   Laurie Inghram
   Ms. Shirley A Lemon
   Marika L Lett
   Susan J Walsh

Memorial: Paul Lenker

   CJ's Family Hair Solon
   Laurie A Dobesh
   Vada L Duncan
   Phyllis D Fuhlman-Beck
   Gregory L Glade
   W. Norman Harvey
   Shirley Homrighausen
   Alvis Magill
   Harlan Meier
   Mrs. William I Moon
   Rita J Parkinson
   Lucretia A Schneider
   George W Thompson

Memorial: Ava Lessenger

   Gerald J Arpin
   Norma V Brown
   Anonymous
   Anonymous

Memorial: Fern Lester

   Dick Lester

Memorial: Leland Lewis

   Jerry L Krafka

Memorial: Merlin Lewis

   Karen K Amundson
   John J Anstoetter
   Thomas J Fondell
   R. A. Helmer
   Kendra Kunkel
   Wayne Lewis
   Gary Quinlan
Memorial: George Lorenz

Lavon Wegner

Memorial: Emily Ligeno

Karen M Seaman

Memorial: Dan Ligino

Craig G Debo
Judy K. Hartley
Helen Kushlakus
Mildred Macik
George R Pokrajac
Vernon F Thomas
Jim Valentine

Memorial: Eileen Lindquist

Steve Habenicht, CSA
Albert C Lehman

Memorial: Rosemary Lofgren

Glenn J Bear
Sharri L Eickman
David R Johnson
Rosemary Lofgren
Diane F Lovell
Jill Marie Pisman

Memorial: Pietertje Loman-Stolvast

Linda L Caligiuri

Memorial: George Lorenz

Lavon Wegner

Gifts In Honor of Walter Lupkes

Beverly A. Lupkes
Memorial: Nellie Mallard
Gregory & Laurel Anliker
Clint & Deanna Fischer
C.T. Hildreth
Minnie Mallard
Susan M Olson

Memorial: Doris A. Maltas
Jodie J Lippens

Memorial: Richard Manoque
Ted & Sandy Yarnes

Memorial: John martin
Donald Shearer

Memorial: Alfred Martorana
Robert F Harmon
Frank M Huyten
Ferne Ledin

Memorial: Alfred Martorano
Daniel R Keleher

Memorial: Betty Mascaro
Carmella Mascaro

Memorial: Betty Jane Mathews
Anonymous

Memorial: Patricia McCauley
Memorial: Dale McConeghey

Joan Holub Ales

Memorial: Nadnen McIntyre

Harold Clyde Potter

Memorial: Paul Mckinney

Katherine Hartman
Stephen D Manning

Memorial: Kathleen McLaughlin

Anonymous

Memorial: James McMenimen

Anthony L Gelina

Gifts In Honor of Thomas Joseph McNamara

Timothy O Borich

Memorial: Dorothy Meade

Michael E Meade
Nellie May Meade
Jeffrey Smith

Memorial: Mae Merts

Helen C Adams
Memorial: Charlie Miller

John A Burns
John E Chebuhar, Jr.
Jean A Ray

Memorial: Chuck Miller

Bonnie McCarthy

Memorial: Janet Miller

Bruce J Forster
Lift Systems, Inc.
Raymond A Shuman
Brian A Wagner

Memorial: Aberdeene Mommsen

Gary D Rippentrop

Memorial: Eunice Morris

Bob Baker
Robert Bell
Karen A Bellis
James A Brown
Edris A Brugioni
Varlen Carlson
Lyle Carpenter
Anonymous
Bill Chebuhar
Lowell D Crouse
R Dickerson
Georgiana Donahue
Jim Free
Lenore M Freeman
Becky Gould
Patricia Hand
Hawkeye Antique Acres, Inc.
Audrey Heidesch
Neva Hogan
JoAnn Horsfield
Eunice Ives
Wendell Jones
Alice Lamberti
Lorraine McCleary
Betty J McClure
Harold E McClure
Dave McHone
Doris M Merrill
Memorial: Walter F Morrison

Barbara Baltzell

Memorial: J. Randall Mortimer

William & Julie Ann Haas, Jr.
Stephen & Audrey Marley
Leland & Virginia Molgaard
Ruth E Mortimer
Eleanor Vandeventer

Memorial: Jack Mount

John W Donnenwerth
John Haman
Sandra J Henderson
Marion Marks
Jeffrey A McMenamin
James D Mount
Penny Thomsen
Lonnie Umdenstock

Memorial: Mary Mowat

Howard W Beale
Carol M Carroll
R Fred Friedman
Richard A Green
Daniel Laubenthal
Linda L Ringdahl
Donna J Speth

Memorial: Berniece Muehlhausen

Fred & Jacquelyn Ingraham
Memorial: Ralph Mullenback

Kathy Borlin

Memorial: Diane Carole Munoz

Ivadell Fry
Frank M Gallardo
William L Morlan
Tami Morton
Irene Munoz
Gregory L Peterman
D.S. Phillips
Jose M Rocha
Mark B Ruiz
Edmund A. Seaward, Optometrist
Neil R Shultz
Robert D Smith
Francisco & Trini Velasquez

Memorial: Henry 'Hank' Neels

Beverly Boyle
Paul D Boyle
Kent & Lynn Colberg
Robert J Connors
Scott & Jane Deblieck
Margery L DeLeu
Eugene G Dennhardt
Kevin and Donna Dighton
Albert L Dussliere
George Gnatovich
Mark & Sandra Hamilton
Cindy Hodson
Marjorie A Kipp
Phillip Kirkhove, Jr
Helen M Lensch
Jeffrey K Lockwood
Javier M Mendez
Jeffrey E Miller
Susan L Miller
Jacob &Sheila Neels
Janice G Neels
Maxine Neels
Artemus W Pulford
Robert J Roman
Chris A Sack
Matt Schwind
John J VanHoutte
Joseph A Vermeire
Earl J Wendel
Benjamin & Karen Woolley

Gifts In Honor of Kathleen Nelson
Memorial: Don Newland

The Iowa Clinic, P.C.

Memorial: Martha Norman

P Douglas Hamm
John M Vannordstrand

Memorial: Gerald Ogren

Debra M Floyd
William J Kieler
Harland G Strong

Memorial: James Oliver

Susie Atterberg
Leonard L French
James D Hartrick
Michael E Krebill
Kenneth J McManis
Phil & Kathy O'Hara
Wayne C Oliver

Memorial: John Olson

Judy A Stang
Lawrence M Taylor
Mary E Wall

Gifts In Honor of Shirley A Ostrum

Mary C Anderson
Lester L Bohnert
Roger & Bonnie Boostrom
Bradley T Boyle
Deborah H Bracke
Nancy J Bush
Robert J Bush
Mrs. David Close
Kathy S Eagle
Sandra Sue Eagle
Katherine W Grevas
Lanny Herron
Memorial: James Orville Paxton

Carl D Bond

Memorial: George Pavlik

Marilyn Paul
Debra S Collis

Memorial: Kathryn Parrish

Anonymous
Anonymous
Mr. & Mrs. David Ostrom
Kim D Ostrom
John ‘Jed’ E Poust
Precision Embroidery
Rafferty Funeral Home, LLC
J Peter Schebl
Gary Lee Temple
Jack & Kay Whan

Memorial: Lyle Parker

Rick D Smith

Memorial: Elizabeth H Parks

John H Larrison

Memorial: Kathryn Parrish

George A Osborne

Memorial: Velma Patton

William N Bond

Gifts In Honor of Lawrence ‘Spike’ Charles Paul

Marilyn Paul

Memorial: George Pavlik

Iona M Baxter

Memorial: James Orville Paxton

Carl D Bond
Debra S Collis
Janice F Collis
Lawrence K Crane
Memorial: Pearl Pecaut

Mike Downen
Judith Kirzeder
Mr. and Mrs. James Konitzer
Wilma Maloney
Theresa Reedy
C Stephen Runde
Kathleen Timmerman
Donald R Williams

Memorial: Marge Peters

Burnett Realty

Gifts In Honor of Norma Petersen

Merle H. Petersen

Memorial: Ann Pezzetti

Grace E Anderson
Tish Fazio
Joseph F Kaiser
Larry J Pezzetti
Phillip J Pezzetti
Charles A Punelli
Helen K Randall
Martin A Spillers

Memorial: Anna Pfister

Robert R Colby
Roa A Ellickson
Gene Fernedign
Gerald L Hall
Karoline Pfister

Gifts In Honor of Arnold J Pille
Memorial: Magel Plumb
Randy Plumb

Memorial: Ida Poage
Robert Brandt
Ramona A Brooks
Alex R Creger
Dean R Higgins
William D Newcomb
Anna Marie Nielsen
Mike Peters
Betty J Wiedemeier

Memorial: Richard Pope
Acosta Sales and Marketing Company
Glen Anderson
Jeffrey D Anderson, M.D.
Ron D Bender
Memorial: Antionette Punelli
Miriam R Coyle
Tish Fazio

Memorial: Betty Porter
Des Moines Golf & Country Club

Memorial: Donald R Prior
Beth ‘Elizabeth’ M Bishop

Memorial: Antionette Punelli
Miriam R Coyle
Tish Fazio
Memorial: Dale Ray Putney

Todd & Karey Bishop
Michael J Clavell
David D Kaestner
Shirley E. Kokemuller
Michael & Jenessa Lock
Susie Moews
Jane A Putney
Richard R Ruble
Mr. and Mrs. James Still
Lanny J Ward
David B Welborn

Memorial: Florence Ramsey

Sandra Johnson
David A Maasen
Dennis D Maasen
James S Trees

Memorial: Lynn Reinhard

Debra H Daniels
Alma L Gilchrist
Dennis R Luethje
Mae Sienknecht

Gifts In Honor of G. Kent Renegar

Martha O. Renegar

Memorial: Ruth Barbara Reser
Memorial: Robert Ringland
Mr. and Mrs. R.E. Cushman

Memorial: Judy Riniker
Michael E Lyons
Janice L Ulbrich

Memorial: Olive Rodemyer
Lawrence R Detwiler

Memorial: Alice H. Rogers
Mr Carrol L. Rogers

Memorial: William R. Rose M.D.
Maxine Neels

Memorial: Wayne K Rostenbach
Paul S Haas

Memorial: Georgia L Ruble
Georgia L. Ruble Estate

Memorial: Beverlee Russo
Phyllis A Caluzzi
Anonymous
Andrea L Connell
Jack M Harmer
Jonine Laffoon
Gifts In Honor of Don Sample

Thomas E Meade

Memorial: Donald Sandblom

Richard A Adams
Marc Arends
Steve & Connie Beasley
Anonymous
Jon M Coy
Des Moines Golf & Country Club
Alan S Gardner
William E Gossett
Con D Hamborg
Robert N Langlois
Roger A Lindeman
John H McKlveen, Jr
Steven K Sandblom
Lois H Schropp
Harry J Sink
George A Wilson III

Memorial: Virginia Sash

Sam K Beaty
Patricia Bishop
Gene & Kay Carlson
Marcia Healey Fulton
Edward T Harvey
Margaret M Krings
Timothy S Maxa
Marlo & Frances Oltman
Terri Sash

Memorial: Lena Satterfield

Helena Chemical Co - Norther Business Unit

Memorial: Tom Saul

Craig M Brown
David A Mahl
William J Saul
Linda J.D. Watson

Gifts In Honor of Genevieve Schneider
Memorial: Loren Schorey

Gary K Price
Mary Lou Price

Gifts In Honor of Elaine Schroeder

Lester T Happel
Marvin Schroeder

Memorial: Jessie Scott

Park Lane Assisted Living

Memorial: Dwight Seitz

Thomas E & Deborah S Herold

Memorial: Harry Sforzini

Barbara Katz

Memorial: Violet Shannon

Donald H. Goering
Patricia A. Horton
Valerie Madison

Memorial: Dorothy Alice Shives

Estate of Dorothy Alice Shives

Memorial: Kenneth Showalter

Lester T Happel
Memorial: Charline Smith

Donald Hand
Marzata Sibley

Gifts In Honor of Pete Jesse Sinclair

Donald L Bassett
First Central State Bank
Michael J Gavin
James W Lancaster
E.Wesley Russell
Michael Schumacker
H.Jeannette Sinclair
Jere Spaulding
Patricia K Strong
Betty Willimack

Memorial: Verna Skellenger

Bernard K Bidne
Roger & Betty Hermanson
Melvin Krumm
Floyd Skellenger

Memorial: Garifalia Sklias

Len Rowe Laws

Memorial: Carl W Smith

Jack L Clifford
Robert D Hanson
Carol L Micheel
Jim G Paustian
Waltraud M Smith
Maureen B Spencer
Lisa Zosulis

Memorial: Charline Smith

Roger J Gass

Memorial: D Smith

Martha L Goodwin
Memorial: Dorothy Smith

Raymond C Anderson
Carl L Byrum
Anonymous
Dale R Mallams
Joyce R Miller
Gerald R Rixe
Susan E Smith
Ruth Ann Warth

Memorial: Bruce Snyder

David & Barbara Brereton

Memorial: Louis Spaeth

Marie M Frandsen
Betty Schneider

Memorial: Bridget Spahn

Lynn A Siegert

Memorial: Mark Stafford

Scott Lumberg
Jim L Stafford
Larry J Taylor

Memorial: Barb Steinbauer

Virginia 'Ginny' Davis

Memorial: Doris Steingreaber

Anonymous
James D Christofferson
James M Deets
Mary E Granaman
Cleo L Hassell
Gary L McPherson
Robert R Shimmin
Memorial: Dorothy E Stevens

Virginia S Boden
Becky Cangelosi
Anonymous
Rick Crall
Shirley R. Ide
Jay & Jane Moeller
Darrel K Stevens

Gifts In Honor of Gerald 'Jerry' Strause

Jeff Mullin
Patrick J Roan
Joyce K Steffens
Mark Youngers

Gifts In Honor of Shirley Struve

Daniel R Kollmorgen
Marilyn Kollmorgen
Troy Moore III
William A Spetz
TIC Management Company, LLC
Joseph D Toscano

Gifts In Honor of Wilbane Sturdevant

Robert R Sturdevant

Memorial: Margie Suffin

Katherine J Rodman

Memorial: Joan Symonaitis

Mr. and Mrs. Roger Burchfield
Mr. and Mrs. DeWayne Doubleday
Gaylord Johnson
Mr. and Mrs. Craig Mack
Perry Lutheran Home Assisted Living
Mr. and Mrs. Jeffrey Stanley
Reginald C Yoder

Memorial: Rosemary Taets

Ritch Stim
Memorial: Frieda Teed
Juanita Rogers

Memorial: Mildred Terpstra
Mr. and Mrs. John Ruchotzke
Robert Lee Smith
Jerry VanderBeek

Memorial: Marvin Terrill
Rolland P Grage
Martin W Terrill
Dale & Deborah West

Memorial: Lona Teter
Central IA Retirees of Principal Financial Group
Des Moines Public Schools
Jerry D Foster
RB Highsmith
Gaylord J Teter

Memorial: Vivian Thayer
Dr. Donald A. Fuller

Memorial: Margaret Tiedemann
Mary Bea Snyder, CHM

Memorial: Lynne Tilson
Kris Blake
Country Insurance
Shirley A Crisco
Betty C Murray
Doris V Strand
Connie Younglove
Memorial: Dorothy Toberg

Robert W Toborg

Memorial: Virginia Torstenson

DAKO Services, Inc.
H. Ronald Walker

Memorial: Don Treangen

Geraldine Begg
Anonymous
Francis W Easton
Lorrie M Erusha
Eric L Fisher
Douglas K Gissel
Todd Hubbard
Mark S Jennings
James D Kain
Donald F Lamberti
Lee Liu
Edward J Macdonald
Susan A May
Kenneth R Silver
Kim Silver
Louise Silver

Memorial: Joeseph Tursi

Susan J. Marasco

Memorial: Joe Ulloa

Michael R Cooper
RD Gagne
Jack Hunter
Scott M Jaycox
Loretta J Johnson
Christina R Kloss
Richard N Kuebler
Antonio Martinez
Joe I Moreno
Anthony J Navarro
Frank T Solis
Alice Stoltenberg
Gloria A Thomas
Keeli A Thomas
Lawrence A Vens
Paul W Weiman
Bill Whan
Memorial: Edward Ungs

Troy Brown
Stephen E Fisher
Stanley L Gassmann
Barbara Hansel
Jeff J Hines
Timothy J Kennedy
Donald M Lucas
Thomas R Osterhaus
Craig & Susan Pettit
Bruce C Rhodes
Mark & Linda Sexton
Racquel R Smith
David J Storey
Joanne E Ungs
Woodward Communications

Memorial: Bernice VanderPloeg

PEO Chapter ND

Memorial: David VanDeWoestyne

David A Betcher
Helen L Carrico
Burl L Deem
Lester A Hoste
Anonymous

Memorial: Elise Mae VanWert

Gerald L Coultas

Memorial: Mike Vanzee

Patricia Broerman
John Jacobs
William L Rempp
Brian & Karen VanKooten
Bruce H VanKooten
Larry A Wheeler

Memorial: Arden Varner

Kiwanis Club of Camanche
Memorial: Bernard J Verschoore

John K. Bell
Thomas M Bell
Kenneth D Belvel
Anonymous
Donna J Foster
T T Hoogerwerf
Marla L Johnson
Dennis McCullough
Marian E. Parker
Roth Pump Company
Jackie Swartz
Valley Construction Co
Bryan M Verschoore
Jacqueline L. Verschoore
Larry I. Widen
Wilbert Vault Co.

Memorial: Joseph Virgillito

Daniel B Austin
Jill J Cameron
Edward D Couto
Steven J Eaton
Jill M Gilmore
Kevin J Helm
Marcia Hewitt
Thomas F Malicoat
Joan M Scebold
Vicki D Sehgal
Diana M Stump

Memorial: Elda Vogt

Mary S. Quinlan

Memorial: Jean Volk

Randy & Deb Anderson
Timothy M Bailey
Scott P Fackrell
Joseph M Keitges
Gerald E Rinehart
William J Wimmer

Gifts In Honor of Doris C Vulcano

Doris C Vulcano
Memorial: John H. Waddell

Robert I Glass
William J Park
Dennis E Shoemaker
Marvin K Steffensen, CPA
Kathleen R. Waddell

Memorial: Dennis Walker

James D Burks, Sr
Christopher T Connors
Anthony A O’Leary
Gary Ruwe
Walker Living Trust

Memorial: Sally Lane Weitzell

John J Stubbs

Gifts In Honor of Ronald C Welch

Darrell D Coy
Yu Heng Gee
Clinton F Hodges
Gilbert & Ella Marten
Leland D Smithson
Steven D Truckenmiller

Memorial: Louise Welchel

Rick Collins

Memorial: Beverly Wessel

Roger A Bishop
Patricia K Daufeldt
Jerry & Diana Doering
Mr. & Mrs. Rodney M Drake
Anna Marie Grecco
Robert S Hathaway
Lester R Jones
Michael A Moore
Florence Nowysz
Larry R Pohren
Jenni L Wessel-Fields

Memorial: Vernon O West
Memorial: Louise Whelchel

Rosalia Buda-Claussen
James L Johnson
Gary Knutson

Memorial: Isaac Benson White

Gregory A Bush

Memorial: Ella Whittenbaugh

Connie M Zeleny

Memorial: Jo Wichman

Kent E. Schrof

Memorial: Mary Jean Willging

Lois Connelly

Memorial: Don Williams

Neita M. Derrough
Mary Ann Riesenber
Bernadine W Taggart

Memorial: Frank Winke

Daniel J Peterschmidt
Bryan Winke
Fred C Winke
Ed Yando
Memorial: Denzie 'Hap' Wood

John & Tammy Bliss
Pam Mills
Mary Anne Murray
Ronald G Robinson

Memorial: George Worley

Colonial Communities, Inc
Russell L. Mumm

Memorial: Lorine Wright

Marilyn Lee Sherman

Memorial: Bill Yates

Eugene F Belles

Memorial: Ann Hoefer Young

Arlis I Black

Memorial: Dic Youngs

Judi A VerHoef

Memorial: Victoria Zenor

Melissa S Brewer
Michael J Cameron
Scott A Carlisle
Jeff & Julie Comes
John G Hohenberger
Jerilyn D Iles
Randy L New
Richard C VanVleet
Nancy S Wells
George R Zenor

Memorial: Donna Ziegenhorn

Mark A Butterworth
Frank D Church
Gifts In Honor of Charlottet Elaine Ziegler

James R Conner